
Meeting Report

November 16, 2017

Nigel In Seattle – Doerte Pavlik

Fifteen members attended the meeting.  

Items discussed were:

Elia Locardi's Processing Methods: Workshop II: Sunday, November 26, 2017, at Eagleridge.  Start Time: 1000

For those who wish to attend the second of this series of workshops but were unable to attend the first in the series, you may
download the material and notes of what was covered from here.

The second workshop will run from 10 AM until 3 PM.

Themes versus Assignments
I have been using themes to give members a target for their photography, but recently I have been looking at the videos of 
Ted Forbes, who is the inspiration behind The Art of Photography.  You can see many of his videos on You Tube.

Forbes is a firm believer in using assignments to help photographers expand and hone their creative eye.  He has already 
posted eight assignments and has followed each up with a video featuring many of the photographs that his followers have 
submitted.  The fact that you can see such a wide variety of photos, each a response to the same assignment, is invaluable as
a learning tool.

The consensus of the meeting was that, since we all are trying to become better photographers, we should begin doing 
assignments between meetings.  So the first assignment will come at our meeting on December 7, 2017.

We looked at 46 photos, provided by: Alamaz Durand, Bill Melnychuk, Dawn Caldwell, Derek Chambers, Diane Hopp, 
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9arbdtf02nnsl3u/AAD2DRVph-tSN8EmscFuXUDRa?dl=0


Doerte Pavlik, Gloria Melnychuk, Kevin Haggkvist, Nigel Hemingway, and Sharon Jensen.  All the photos can be found 
under Recent Photos on the BLPG website (http://bridgelakephotogroup.com ) as well as on each photographer's showcase 
page.  We critiqued each photo as it was shown, experimenting with different looks. This is very instructive in a positive 
way.  Thanks to all the photographers for their photos and to all the attendees for their participation in this collective 
learning exercise.

Poor Elia.  He has been poised to show us New Zealand for the last few meetings, but we keep running out of time.  Maybe 
next meeting!

Next meeting (last of 2017): Thursday, December 7, 2017.

Zebra – Gloria Melnychuk
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